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About This Game
What is Market Tycoon?
Market Tycoon is a Tycoon game developed by Protection Games.
Grow your Market from a small Mini Market all the way 5d3b920ae0

Title: Market Tycoon
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Protection Games
Publisher:
Protection Games
Release Date: 11 May, 2017

Minimum:
OS: Windows® 7 32/64 or better
Processor: Intel i3-6100 equivalent or better
Memory: 6 GB R

English,French,Arabic,Romanian,German,Czech,Bulgarian,Swedish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Polish,Turkish,Korean
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This game is VERY Early access. This game is headed in the right direction, and will definitely be a great game.. Let me start
off by saying that I have over 50 hours on record for this game. If you are someone who is very interested in the grocery
business, or someone who is looking for a fun and realistic game, then this is for you! I work in a grocery store in real life and I
have always been fascinated in how the industry works. When I found this game I was VERY excited to know that other people
share the same interests in me.. hello, i have bought this game today along with another game to receive the 6 $ rebate from
promotion, im glad it didnt cost me to add this game to my purchase cause even tho it sound fun and seem to have potential , the
game lag so much and hang with constant freeze after awhile of playing. maybe in the future this game will get better but for
now and after that amount of time in EA . i cant recommend it. there is 2 store to chose from at start and thats it. 3 lvl of
difficulty. just wait, maybe in another 18 month it will have improved. i got a great computer i7 3.6ghz with 16 gig of ram and
an nvidia gtx 1050. so no reason to have issue running this game.. really good game love it and the game developers are very
helpful if u have any issues just let them know and they will try to fix the issues.. Every update is a huge bug fix. I wonder when
the game will be playable? Buy your dog a toy instead.. Game has potential but I think it's a long ways off a lot of food spoils
and expires within a day almost. I think the game needs to be slow down just a little bit it's a little bit fast. I can't have a fridge
because the very next day they the food goes bad and disappears. This is my kinda game but it's not ready for playing. This is
one reason why I wait for games on steam to go really cheap Before I buy because you can't play the game the way it should be
played. I probably won't play this for awhile until I'm sure updates have been done if they even are done.. Its been 2 years since i
purchased this and every 6 months i check in and nothing has changed, university tycoon and supermarket tycoon are the same.
If it has been abandoned at least let the buyers know. Its a pity when other 1-2 dev games are updating daily or weekly. I doubt i
will even bother now as looking at the game frustrates me. Money for nothing. It had so much potential too.. I like to give this
simulation game 10/10. Ive spent more hours on this then any other game. And i cant wait for it to progress more. It would be
great if you could sell clothing or electrical goods in the future. Place advertising on the walls. Just like to say thank you to
Protection games. At the moment it is worth the price. Like any new game that comes out. There are errors. But if you regularly
save the game. Should be ok.

Market Tycoon V. 1.1.19 (Bug Fixes) : There isn't much to say about this update. More bug fixes, this one include a bunch of
them. Bug fixes including but not limited to: Grammer/Spelling mistakes. When item is expired it removes the entire stock
Nigative stock Customers not going to new cashier Other minor bug fixes We also added in-game bug reporter in case your
game could not be loaded. Please if you found any bugs, let us know through our email contactprotectiongames.com or post on
the Bug Reports thread here.. Version for MacOS X added! : Hello everyone! And now version for Mac OS system is here! If
you have any problems with this version pls write to thread in group. Also there is a little discount for game price on winter
holidays for you.. Market Tycoon 1.3.0 Update (Biggest Update So Far) : Finally, after many delays Market Tycoon 1.3.0 is
here. First, we want to apologize for the many delays of this update, we wanted to give you the best we can and couldn't just
rush things and give a flawed product. We hope that you'd understand. So let's get into it, what's new? Setting aside all the
background improvements, bug fixes, and optimization let's tell you about the new features. Employee Uniform This feature has
been asked from the beginning, and it finally made it. We remember when many of you asked for this feature, but it didn't
make much sense at the time, you only had one employee option which was cashiers. There are more than cashiers now (more
on that later). For this feature, you will be able to choose the style of the uniform, as well as any color you can imagine with
HSV sliders which will give you a wide range of colors to choose from and easily find the color you want. Cargo Vans and
Storage Did this catch your attention? This is loads of fun and opens an interesting potential feature for later updates like
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launching a website for your market and selling items through the internet (Planned feature) . So what is this? After placing your
item, the item will not instantly get on the shelf (More on that next). You'll have to buy a cargo van send it to go and get your
ordered items to your storage. And your items will remain in your storage until it expires or. (see next) Stocking Employee Yes,
stocking employee, the game now is much more fun and realistic. So how this will work? Well, you will no longer be able to
instantly place items into shelves. You'll have to hire stocking employees that will stock your items from the storage. So
basically, you will place items just like you did before but the item will be semi-transparent indicating that the item isn't' there
yet. Once you have your item placed stocking employees will stock your items from the storage to the shelves. Now you will
have to think and manage the quantity of an item you want to have. you don't want to have too much and risk losing it when it
expires, and you don't want to have too little and lose potential profit you would have made while ordering more items and
stocking it. New Markets This is the most noticeable thing on this update. With the introduction of the storage area which the
old market didn't have, we had to make new markets. On this update, we have two markets. So, and for the lack of the storage
area which is necessary to support the new features, the old markets have been removed. Therefore, you will no longer be able
to load any saved games before this update. Other Small New Features (Graphics, Camera Movement) With the introduction of
the new markets, we have drastically updated the graphics and the look of the game. And to give more views of your market,
now you can pan the camera up and down by moving the mouse up or down when rotating the camera. We hope that you'll like
how the game looks now as much as we did. And that pretty much summarize the new features for this update, and as we said
earlier there are many improvements on how things work in the background as well as loads of bugs that have been fixed many
of them thanks to the bug reports we received from you over the past couple of months. What's next? One of the features we
wanted to include in this update was a brand new UI. Unfortunately, we wouldn't have been able to make it on time. So, here is
the plan for the next couple of updates* Market Tycoon 1.3.1 Brand new UI. The whole UI of the game will be recreated to
look prettier and more user-friendly. Market Tycoon 1.3.2 Steam Achievements, trading cards, and macOS support Market
Tycoon 1.3.3 More content. Anything from items, shelves, fridges, freezers, etc. Market Tycoon 1.3.4 More features. Now we
need a small favor from you. Due to the new markets and the updated graphics we need new screenshots for Market Tycoon for
both our website and the steam store page. To help us have great screenshots for the game and have a chance for your market to
be featured as a screenshot on our website and the steam store page, make sure you have an internet connection and hold Ctrl +
U to send us screenshots. Please give it a few seconds for the screenshots to be sent (time will depend on your internet speed). If
you have a good understanding in English and would like to contribute to translating Market Tycoon to other languages please
contact us through email contactprotectiongames.com Please don't hesitate to contact us even if Market Tycoon is already
translated into your language. The more translators we have the faster and better quality of translation can be achieved for the
speakers of your language. Please note that due to the many new features added in this update, translation to your language
might not be up to date yet. The translation should automatically update once it's available. Thank you for your continued
support for Market Tycoon.. Meet - Trivia Quiz: All about everything! : Hello dears! While the new Swordbreaker is still in
development, we decided to make a new small game for you. This is not just a game, but a game that develops memory and
intelligence! This is our new quiz game! Add to wishlist!) In it you can test your knowledge in different subjects: - Geography An amazing series - Biology - Cosmos - Chemistry - IT Themes will be periodically replenished and added new ones! Therefore,
taking a game once, everything else will get free! The genre is unusual for the Steam, but quite interesting and does not require a
powerful computer.. Quick Dev Update. Almost Ready : We are in the final stages of getting the next update ready. We expect
for the update to go live in the next 4 days. This is the biggest Market Tycoon yet, there is a lot new in this update and its worth
the wait. Please if you haven't reviewed the game yet, please do it really helps us.. Swordbreaker The Game for Android : Hi!
Now we test the version of our game for devices on the Android of OS base! Wait!. Market Tycoon V. 1.4.3 (Huge
Optimization Update and Future Plans) : Hello there, As we promised in giving you an update that will focus on optimizing the
game, here it is. We have received a number of complaints about lag and performance issues, and we are happy to let you know
that with this update this issue is from the past. We were able to boost the performance from 15fps in some cases to 60fps. And
as you know with the last update, your old markets disappeared from the loading screen and as we explained that this was due to
changes in core game code. We are happy to let you know that we were able to work around that and make most of your old
markets loadable again. And with the new optimization, you can now enjoy your market with no lag. As for the future, we
would really love to bring workshop support for Market Tycoon and we are so excited to see what the community can bring to
Market Tycoon. We also have plans for more features like janitors, security guards, thieves, disasters like rat infestation, online
website for your market. Things like that will make the game more interesting and fun. Thanks for your support and for
everyone that sent in a bug report and helping us make Market Tycoon a better game.. Quick Dev Update for Market Tycoon V.
1.2.5 : Hi Market Tycoon fans, In this Quick Dev Update, we will let you know what to expect from the next Market Tycoon
update. This is going to be a big update. It has taken longer than expected, but we also did more than we planned. First of all,
new languages In the next update, Market Tycoon will support three new languages. And these languages are: Portugues,
brasileiro (Brazilian portuguese) Svenska (Swedish) (Bulgarian) Making the total of languages supporting Market Tycoon nine
languages which are: English Deutsch (German) Franais (French) Romn (Romanian) etina (Czech) Portugues, brasileiro
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(Brazilian portuguese) Svenska (Swedish) (Bulgarian) This update is also very focused on optimizing performance and bug
fixing. And so, we have completely rewritten the AI script for both a better performance and bug fixing. We also rewriting and
fixed many other smaller scripts in game. We are also adding at least one new map and very exciting new features like fridges
and cashiers going down and sparking (for more realism and more fun gameplay).
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